Version 1.2.0.8

Priority: RECOMMENDED
Released: 2019/09/06
This Firmware provides feature updates, enhancements and minor bug fixes listed in detail below.

Models Affected
B-900-MoIP-4K-CTRL

Enhancements
1. Added Web UI accessible by mobile browser for basic MoIP user controls
2. Added ability to mix and match serial routing and virtual routing on the same UI
3. Added ability to mix and match IR routing and virtual routing on the same UI
4. Added support for rotating an RX
5. Added virtual IR and serial routing
6. Added pairing settings page for the Transmitters and Receivers
7. Added active video wall details to receiver cards
8. Increased number of discoverable devices to 96 x 96 RXs and TXs

Issues Resolved
1. Updated connections on RX’s and TX’s to persist for faster command transmission
2. Adjusted local UI styling to match cloud platform standards
3. Fixed protocol properties from overwriting
4. Updated network page to match spec

Known Issues
1. When updating the MoIP Controller, updates will be pushed to subscribed TX and RX units causing update times to be longer in larger installations. 10 Minutes or more is not out of the ordinary depending on project size.